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Rating AffirmID and TruYouID Security 
 
The security level of the process used to affirm a users’ identity is a critical consideration in every access 
control system. This is equally true for authenticators used for remote access authentication and those 
used for access control authentication. The security level of AffirmId, the subject of this paper, derives 
from a companion component, Personal Identifier Secured or PISec. PISec identifies the person in 
possession of a mobile phone by use of behavioral biometrics. AffirmId, like its sibling AccessId, requires 
affirmation of identity by PISec before allowing the user access to its authenticator facilities. A 
discussion of the security level AffirmId, and all other products incorporating PISec, are the subject of 
this paper. But first a brief explanation of how security level of various forms of identification protocols 
are established.  
 
The standard currently used to facilitate identity validation is the credential. A credential is presented to 
an authority for verification where it is matched against a stored template. The credential is then 
accepted as valid if there is a match and invalid if there is no match. If valid then the authority 
announces the person presenting the credential is the person to whom the credential belongs. Clearly 
the results of this method of identification provides at best an assumption of identity. 
 
Establishing the effectiveness of a credential is by measurement of the matching process and its rate of 
“false positive” and “false negative” indications. False positive occurs when someone other than the first 
user is recognized as the first user. False negative is when the first user is not recognized. Its rate of false 
positive indications is indicative of its level of security, the higher the rate the less secure the matching 
process and the credential are. Its rate of false negative conclusions is indicative of user frustration 
levels, the higher the rate the more frustrated users will be.  
 
Calculating these rates is by use of a point system, one recognized and used by cybersecurity experts. A 
point identifies that which can be mapped to a template. A template identifies one or more points of 
comparison between it, the known master, and a credential presented for comparison. It is generally 
accepted that the more points of comparison defined in the template the lower the percentage of false 
positive indications. The lower that percentage is, the less likely the credential and matching process will 
be compromised. In other words, more points mean more complexity. More complexity means 
increased difficulty for those seeking to defeat the identification process. The more difficult it is to 
defeat the matching process and credential the less likely they are to be compromised. On the other 
hand, the more points of comparison there are, the more likely a false negative condition becomes. 
Consider the fingerprint scanner utilizing a small number of points allowing recognition of even not so 
perfect smudged, dirty, sweaty, or oily fingerprint scans. Such a solution is easily defeated by nothing 
more than a laser printer and some specialized inks. It is surprising the number of scanners now in use 
that rely on low point counts.   
 
Another example is the password that has just one point of comparison, the password string. Some 
would argue that each character of the password be considered a point but harvesting, phishing and 
spear phishing have eliminated that argument. It’s much easier and more productive for the bad actor 
to purchase harvested passwords or harvest their own than to use the brute force method. Second 
factors such as One Time Passcodes or 2FA, add a second point for comparison and, while 2FA used is an 
improvement, experience now demonstrates that even 2 points of comparison are easily compromised 
and therefore not secure.  
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Additional consideration of credential matching algorithms is the type of matching. In all but the most 
advanced implementations, matching is binary. Does a point exist or, is the distance between points 
equal to expected or, do a set of points equal the expected network of points? Each of these is a binary 
comparison. The results are either true or false. Such matching algorithms make compromising the 
credential much easier. The more sophisticated algorithms are gravitating toward use of machine 
learning and probability predictors. Such implementations are few and far between, normally require 
some form of cloud processing, and are always expensive. 
  
Interest in use of biometrics for identification has ramped up over the past decade or so. There are 
multiple reasons for this but foremost are improved security and the implication the biometric 
credential associates with and identifies the person. In other words, it is assumed we can securely 
identify the person requesting access as by reading a present yet static biometric such as their 
fingerprint, palm print, facial scan, straight on or at angle, iris scan, and even DNA. The statically 
captured biometric is then compared to a static template captured during an enrolment process. 
Comparison is by use of a point matching algorithm such as described above.  
 
But as above, biometric matching is by point reference. For example, a marginal fingerprint solution may 
rely on 4 to 6 points while top of the line protocols requires 10 to 12 or higher. But, as outlined above, 
there is a tradeoff between false positive, or False Acceptance Rate (FAR), and false negative, or False 
Reject Rate (FRR), that is driven by the number of points. Developers attempt to strike a balance 
between FAR and FRR by adjusting the number of points used. They graph FAR and FRR to arrive at the 
acceptable crossover error rate or ERR. This is where FRR and FAR intersect. This point of intersection is 
sometimes referred to as the sensitivity or level of security as depicted below. And as is obvious, it is 
simply a tradeoff between the minimum acceptable level of security and the maximum acceptable level 
of frustration. 
 

 
 
The upshot of all of this is that no matter the type of biometric used, there is an FRR, FAR and ERR. This 
means each type of biometric is subject to compromise between security and frustration. There are a 
host of other considerations as well such as re-enrolment requirements and having to store templates.  
 
AffirmId By Comparison: 
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So now let us look at the identification security aspects of AffirmId. AffirmId employs use of PISec for 
identification of the person in possession of the mobile device. It queries PISec to determine the device’s 
possession status: is a human in possession and is that human the First User? The first user is the person 
who first used AffirmId on the mobile device. Only the first user can access AffirmId authenticators. 
Thus, if PISec indicates the user is not the first user then no matter what, that person or thing has no 
opportunity to compromise the authentication process. That is assured by their having no access to the 
authenticator. This aspect of AffirmId is quite different from the norm. Not only is the relying party 
assured of access request made by a registered authenticator, but also, they have assurance the person 
making the request is the first user.   
 
Of course, all of this assumes accuracy of first user recognition by PISec and that PISec is not subject to 
being compromised. PISec methods are quite different from current norms where credentials subject to 
being compromised are use. PISec does away with credentials and in their place, employs use of 
behavioral biometrics. That is, the biometrics of human traits such as the way in which one interacts 
with their device, with others, and with their environment.  
 
PISec’s radical departure from binary credential matching necessitates redefining security measurement 
methods originally devised to measure binary matching effectiveness. For PISec security measurement 
we employ: 

• A False Positive, aka False Acceptance Rate (FAR), occurs when and if PISec incorrectly identifies 
a person other than the First User as being the First User.  

• A False Negative, aka False Reject Rate (FRR), occurs when PISec fails to recognize the First User 
when they are in possession of the device. 

 
A key to PISec avoidance of False Positive indication is its use of multiple biometrics evaluated in real-
time to establish identity of the person in possession. Unlike credential-based identification, PISec 
cannot be compromised by defeating a single biometric. Thus, the number of match points required for 
identification are the sum of the number of match points for each biometric used. The following are a 
few examples of human trait biometrics evaluated as an adaptive full-time real-time process: 
 

Biometric Trait Points Notes 

Screen ON ~310 Device orientation at time of screen ON event 

Screen Activate ~310 Device orientation at time of activation 

Device Use ~310 Device orientation sampled every 5 seconds 

Geo Location 13 GPS 

RF Location 13 Location based on proximity of RF signals 

Biped Motion 13 10 steps minimum 

Biometric PIN 116 + ~310 3 characters minimum 

 
A profile of biometric evaluations of the First User is established from which a probability of possession 
by First User is projected. Profile machine learning begins with an intensive “Active” training period 
during which the first user becomes known to PISec. Thereafter, machine learning shifts to a “Passive” 
training mode refining the knowledge base profile with biometric nuances and change of lifestyle 
events. Probability projections are produced from newly acquired biometric inputs performed by 
mathematical processes provisioned from the profile. In most circles the processes employed PISec are 
referred to simply as AI. 
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In the above table some of point values are approximate and indicated by the ~ character. This results 
from the fuzzy logic used for machine learning and prediction. Consider Screen ON. A necessary act 
performed by the user and from which a first user pattern can be recognized over time. This becomes 
their Screen ON biometric. It has four components: time and device pitch, roll, and yaw. During active 
machine learning an error rate value for pitch, roll and yaw are established. Let us assume a dynamic of 
plus or minus 9 degrees over a range of 180 degrees yielding 10 points of comparison per component. 
For time let us assume a dynamic of 30 minutes over a range of 12 hours yielding 14 points of 
comparison. The resulting number of points of comparison are 114+310.  
 
A first observation from this table might be that it flies in the face of what was just explained above. 
How can PISec’s extremely high number of points not be problematic when the same would be the case 
for a static biometric credentials? How can PISec avoid the problem of false positives without incurring 
the rath of frustrated users? There are several contributors to this apparent contradiction.  

• PISec is a full-time real-time process avoiding the binary nature of the static credential.  

• PISec evaluates multiple weighted biometrics in parallel wherein probability of recognition is 
driven by the collective.  

• PISec employs the principals and methods of AI not only for establishing and maintaining a first 
users’ profile but also for producing probability of likeness of newly acquired biometrics to those 
of the profile. While it may seem that PISec is providing nothing more than a guess of one’s 
identity, and in fact it is, seldom would a positive indication result without multiple indicators at 
or above 92%.  

•  
 
Statistically speaking, PISec is incapable of the false positive and producing the false negative requires 
some amount of effort on the part of the first user. In other words, the first user would have to deviate 
substantially from the norms of several human traits to produce a false negative indication. Something 
akin to the right-handed person using their left while walking backward, speaking in a voice far from 
their norm, holding the phone upside down while activating the screen and entering their Security KEY. 
Yes, a little farcical but none the less indicative of effort required. 
 
For these reasons and more the following are quoted: 
 
AffirmId False Positive Rate = 0.00000001% 
 
AffirmId False Negative Rate = 0.001% 
 
AffirmId Equal Error Rate = 0.00001% 
 
 
 
 
   


